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2021
TV turns on. An adventurous tune plays as Cryptid Hunter
title screen appears on the TV.

CLEVE V.O
Hi and welcome back to Cryptid
Hunter. I'm your host, Cleve
Sherman.

Australian wildlife music begins to play but switches to
country music when Cleve mentions Point Pleasant

CLEVE V.O
Today we have an exciting ep for
you. We go from down under...to
overseas in the great city of Point
Pleasant, West Virginia.

CLEVE V.O
Here we are tracking down a legend,
the great and elusive...Mothman.

1. INT.- CAVE-NIGHT

Suspenseful wildlife music plays as Cleve and his camera crew
sneaks up on Mothman.

CLEVE
(whispering but excited)

Shh...there he is.

Mothman makes a few disgruntled noises.

CLEVE
Usually, mothman is a ferocious and
powerful creature, but as you can
see now, he seems to be in a bit of
distress.

CLEVE
(his voice starts to
become raspy/aroused)

With the flowers in bloom and the
weather getting warmer, it seems we
just got in time to witness him
during peak mating season.
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CLEVE
Now you may have noticed my
reddening face and shortness of
breath.

CLEVE
Do not worry viewers. This is just
the result of the Mothman releasing
his pheromones to attract an
alluring mate.

Mothman makes a curious noise as he notices Cleve and his
crew.

CLEVE
Oh, it seems like we have attracted
his attention.

Mothman walks towards Cleve.

CLEVE
Look at the size of him. His wings
could probably cover my entire
body.

Heavy breathing from mothman as he hovers over Cleve.

CLEVE
Going by the shape of those glowing
red eyes, it looks like he has his
eyes set on me.

CLEVE
This could be a historical moment
viewers. The first live recording
of the mothman's mating habits.

Mothman growls as he lifts up Cleve and rips off his pants.

CLEVE
(short shout as he is
lifted)

CLEVE
(joking)

Well, I guess it's a good thing I
keep a spare of back up pants in
the van.

Cleve lets out another small shout as mothman raises Cleve's
groin to his mouth. Mothman begins to taste him.
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CLEVE
(moaning)

CLEVE
(through moans/trying to
focus)

Now..now what he is...doing here is
tasting me to see if I'm a suitable
mate...Ooooh crikey...

Mothman growls before setting Cleve on the ground.

CLEVE
(excited/aroused and out
of breath)

Oh boy! He seems to have found me
acceptable.

CLEVE
You may want to get a close up of
this.

Camera zooms in on both Cleve and Mothman's crotches. The
drips of pre-cum from mothman cock can be heard.

CLEVE
(extremely
aroused/excited)

God isn't that a beaut.

CLEVE
What do you think it is? A good 12
or maybe 14 inches?

Mothman enters Cleve causing him to let out a loud vocal
moan. A few more moments of Cleve letting out moans as he
strains to take all of mothman.

CLEVE
(through moans)

While I'm-ah-busy taking
in-GAH!-this big guy, l-let's cut
to a commercial.

COMMERCIAL

2. INT.HOUSE-DAY

Two children and a dog are playing. They accidentally knock
over something.
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WIFE
(exhausted)
(sigh) Honey, can you
help?

HUSBAND
(yelling from the other
room)

I'm watching the game.

WIFE
(exhausted sigh)

COMMERCIAL NARRATOR V.O
Need some extra help?

COMMERCIAL NARRATOR V.O
Use Helping Hands, the cleaning
spray that can clean anything.

COMMERCIAL NARRATOR V.O
Just spray, wipe, and you got a new
kitchen.

HUSBAND
(joking)

See you didn't need my help.

HUSBAND AND WIFE
(laughs)

WIFE
(serious tone)

I want a divorce

HUSBAND
(heartbroken and confused)

...what?

Cryptid Hunter sting plays

CLEVE V.O
And now back to Cryptid Hunter

Cleve let out one final vocal moan as he takes in the last
bit of mothman. Mothman and Cleve breath heavily.

CLEVE
(raspy and heavy
breathing)
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CLEVE
I think...(swallows) that's all of
him.

CLEVE
Now while mothman is known to be a
terrifying creature, it is rumoured
that he is quite a gentle
lover-AAAH!.

Mothman begins pistoning in and out of Cleve.

CLEVE
I guess...the rumors...were wrong.

Loud grunts and improv moaning from both Mothman and Cleve.

CLEVE V.O
While I'm busy taking a pounding,
here are a few facts about Mothman.

CLEVE V.O
Mothman has the ability to fly. He
can also take form through any
reflective object.

CLEVE V.O
While most commonly seen in West
Virginia. There have also been
sightings of Mothman in Virginia,
Tennessee, and Kentucky.

Cleve's orgasms. He lets out overstimulated wails as mothman
continues to fuck him.

CLEVE V.O
Mothman is said to be over 10ft
tall and can lift up an entire
semi-truck.

Mothman orgasms. Cleve lets out shaky exhausted whimpers.

CLEVE
(shaky and exhausted)

Now...I know it may look like he's
done...with all the semen dripping
out of me..but the mating process
is far from over.

CLEVE
In order for full insemination, he
needs to...
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Mothman grunts as he begins to lay eggs in Cleve.

CLEVE
Gnk! Lay his-ah! Eggs
inside...Meee!

Mothman lets out a noise of relief before pulling out of
Cleve and dropping him onto the ground.

CLEVE
(exhausted but satisfied)

And now...with my belly full and
his heat tamed...

Moth yawns and then goes to sleep

CLEVE
The mothman returns for a long
slumber.

CLEVE
This has been Cryptid Hunter.
Thanks for watching.

Credits roll and the tv is turned off.


